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Ordando Prieto
Artist Statement
Philosophy, morality, superstition and belief all encompass the ideas that are instituted
by religious conviction. My work destabilizes the doctrine of religion. What is right and
wrong? Who is right and wrong? Analyzing race, gender, and sexuality, I construct
paintings that confront the segregation and condemnation of groups of people that
religion often accepts and promotes, without question or regard, for those who it
affects.
My emphasis is primarily on homosexuality and the stigma that is spread by religious
institutions. Evolving beyond Steinberg's "Sexuality of Christ", my paintings create
"new" mythologies while subverting religious text.
Revealing homosexual undertones that are hidden throughout religious text and
artwork, one could question the motivation of why the artist, who is a male, would
represent a male deity in such a sexualized manner - as if the artist or patron has the
sexual desire for someone of the same sex.
Sacrilege? No. Heresy? No. Blasphemy? No. These paintings do not bash or
disrespect religion. In fact, I argue that they are highly respectful, as it shows the
beauty of the mythology that surrounds religion; it subverts the narrow dogmatic view
and transcends into something more universally spiritual that is about love.
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Self Portrait
Mixed Media on Canvas
18 x 24
2020

Portrait of Debbie
Mixed Media on Canvas
20 x 16
2020

Portrait of Carlos
Mixed Media on Canvas
16 x 16
2020

Portrait of Mother
Mixed Media on Canvas
24 x 30
2020

Strength - The Prophet Muhammed
Digital Print
55 x 70
2020

The Star - Lucifer
Digital Print
55 x 70
2020

The Temptation of the Christ
Mixed Media on Canvas
~60 x 108
2020

Rock me sexy Jesus
Resin Sculpture and Acrylic Paint
2020

Hypersexual
Mixed Media on MDF
~48 x 96
2020

The Nativity
Digital Mixed Media
90 x 60
2021

The Baptism
Digital Mixed Media
90 x 60
2021

The Kiss of Judas
Digital Mixed Media
60 x 90
2021
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Digital Mixed Media
90 x 60
2021

The Crucifixion
Digital Mixed Media
60 x 90
2021

Resurrection & Ascension
Digital Mixed Media
60 x 90
2021

The Last Supper
Mixed Media on Canvas
~120 x 360
2021

94 VERY THOUGHTFUL AND SOPHISTICATED ANALYSIS OF RON ENGLISH. THE
DIFFICULTIES THAT ARTISTS FACE TODAY CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE
CAPITALIST / COMMODITY SYSTEM, AND YOU HAVE EXPLAINED THOSE
CONTRADICTIONS IN SUCH AN INSIGHTFUL WAY! ART IS THE LAST STAND
AGAINST COMMODITY CULTURE, AND YET, FEW PEOPLE UNDERSTAND THE
IMPORTANT AND SPECIAL CONTRIBUTION OF ARTISTS! ITS IMPORTANT THAT
ARTISTS REMAIN ACTIVISTS AS PART OF THE PRACTICE!

Art and Commodity
Ron English: Illegal Art to Merchandise

Ordando Prieto

Prieto 2

Dr. Chin Davidson
Art 617
2019 March 20

Should art be for free? Is art created for anyone to view at any time? Does the function of art
even matter? These three components are what encompases the first works of the artist Ron
English - they were created with the artist own income - no one had to pay for it; they were
displayed in public places for everyone to see and they advocated against the powers that be. His
works were highly illegal - they covered up pre-existing corporate advertising billboards - this
type of graffiti is a class two felony (100 hours of community service, to as much as five years in
a state prison and a $10,000 fine). Despite the risk of prison time, English made it his
responsibility to inform society of the problems that we face as a whole and the subjugation that
we endure from large corporations. In 1990, Ron English covered a billboard in New York City
which he called the McClown.
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Ron English, McClown, New York City 1990
The McClown was the first incarnation of English’s critique on the fast food giant McDonald’s
and their mascot Ronald McDonald. While this work brought no monetary gain - it allowed the
artist to become well known amongst the community – both in negative and positive ways.
However, the risks of this work was too great for Ron English’s marriage and he ultimately had
to change his approach of his campaign on corporate advertising.1 At this point Ron English’s
activism and message was prevalent, but as his work evolves to paintings and then to
merchandise - the activism is soon relinquished. So does a work art lose its powerful statement
when transformed into a commodity object? I THINK SO! Do works of art that should have
been accepted as a rebellious stance against oppression turn into the celebration of the object of
oppression? And has this object now become a tool to further oppress society? I CAN’T SEE IT
ANY OTHER WAY.
According to Marx, if one were to change the form of nature and makes it useful to himself, it
becomes something common, but if that common thing becomes a commodity - it transforms

1

POPaganda: The Art and Crimes of Ron English, dir. By Pedro Carvajal (2005, Harvest Moon
Productions) Viewed 2019.
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into something transcendent.2 The idea of transcendence is considered a good thing - to transcend
is to experience something greater than just the physical level. But this statement needs to be
seen from two different perspectives and by actually defining the term commodity. The
dictionary defines commodity as: 1. A material that can be bought and sold such as copper and
coffee; and 2. A valuable thing, such as time or water. If we look at Ron English’s hijackings of
commercial billboards we can see that Marx’s statement makes perfect sense. The form of nature
does not necessarily need to be meant as natural nature, but what is natural for that environment a metropolis is the “normal” environment for the human species. The “natural materials” of this
environment could be the concrete, billboards, streets, etc. If English usurped the billboard and
transformed it into a commodity (valuable information), then it has become transcendent. The
McClown had become valuable by the artist, city viewers, and the corporate businesses that had
them removed from the hijacked billboards. Time is an abstract idea, but is considered valuable
or even invaluable. Wisdom, knowledge, and information can be within this realm also - thus we
can even determine that the McClown is invaluable.
In 1993, Ron English pained McSupersized (with cow girls), this was another version of the
Mascot of Ronald McDonald. His work was featured in the documentary Supersize Me (2005).
Ron expressed “I wanted to expand the consumerist story told by advertising into something
more honest”, — “A more urban and realistic version of Ronald McDonald — a Ronald that
looked like he actually ate at McDonald’s over an extended period of time.”
English even made comments regarding to the architecture of the building and symbol of golden
arches.“The golden arches are very spiritual, especially in their earlier forms,” — “If I were an
alien I would probably mistake McDonald’s as a church and Ronald as a savior. Otherwise it

2

Karl Marx, The Fetishism of Commodities and the Secret Thereof, 1867 in Peter Osborne, Conceptual
Art (London: Phaidon, 2002), pp 269-70.
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would be too hard to comprehend why a society so overtly and passionately celebrated the
production of unhealthy cuisine.”EVERY QUOTE IN QUOTE MARKS NEEDS A
REFERENCE IN A FOOTNOTE

Ron English, McSupersized (with cow girls), Oil on Canvas, 1993
The purpose of the McSupersized (with cow girls) has the similar purpose as the McClown - the
critiquing of cultural consumerism and corporate advertising. This too was a powerful message
that is ultimately considered invaluable. But this too is not the discourse of Ron English descent.
The McSupersized character became popular amongst the followers of Ron English; and this is
when I feel the message of consumerism subverted unto itself. As Marx suggests, it has become
a fetishized object of value, rather than invaluable information and the consumer is not even
aware of this happening.3

3

Karl Marx, The Fetishism of Commodities and the Secret Thereof, 1867 in Peter Osborne, Conceptual
Art (London: Phaidon, 2002), pp 269-70.
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Ron English, McSupersized, POPaganda. Vinyl, 2004.
When McSupersized (2004) started to become produced as a collector item - it immediately fell
into the realm of mass production and commodity. Adorno state that reality becomes its own
ideology through the spell cast by its faithful duplication4; and in this circumstance we can say
the the McSupersized (2004) is no different the mascot of Ronald McDonald. What happened to
the activism that was previously the McClown, what has happened with the Artist?
Has the McSuperised (2004) destroyed the activism of Ron English previous work - has it
become the new incarnation of the devil? YES!
First we need to start with the object itself. The McSupersized (2004) could be argued as a
sculpture of the artist; however, this is not possible due to the fact that there are multiple series of
the character that is mass produced on a large scale: from 2” keychains to large 36” statues.
There are approximately 83 different versions: some have only a limited releases, some have the
artist signature, there are even replicas made from companies in China. This is very problematic.
Why? If English wants his audience to be aware of cultural consumerism and the surreal
4

Theodor W. Adorno, “The Schema of Mass Culture,” The Culture Industry: Selected Essays on Mass
Culture (London: Routledge, 1991), pp.61-97
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importance that companies try to push on consumers, then his approach is really no different than
those corporations. Why are there limited editions? Why are the ones with his signature more
expensive? Why are there multiple series for this character? He is employing a marketing
techniques to get consumers to purchase these objects. If an object is of limited quantity, then he
can sell them for larger amounts of money; furthermore, it persuades his followers to make
purchases immediately before it is sold out. The need to purchase an object because it is of
limited quantity - rather than it being a symbol of critiquing the McDonald’s corporation is
questionable. TYPICAL CAPITALIST ALIENATION
The McClown’s existence was an act of rebellion, meant as a tool of interpellation of its audience
and Ronald McDonald - which was meant to show that society is under the subjugation of the
Subject as its subject. Now, McSupersized (2004) is standing in as the new Ronald McDonald
and is now subjugating the subject in the form of kitsch.
Clement Greenberg states that kitsch provides a vicarious experience and fake sensations.5 I can
agree with this statement because there is a sense of false satisfaction and accomplishment when
one has attained an object of limited quantity, “ There are only five of these items in existence and I own one of them, I am special and important”. YES, SUCH A WEIRD LOGIC! This
irrational method of thinking is what influences consumers to continue to purchase more and
more.
Greenberg further mentions that kitsch pretends to demand nothing except for their (consumers)
money - not even their time.6 This is very interesting statement because if we look at

5

Clement Greenberg, “Avant Garde and Kitsch,” Collected Essays and Criticism (Chicago, University of
Chicago Press, 1986).
6
Ibid.
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McSupersized (2004) in this way - then it is now functionting as a McDonald’s restaurant. The
purpose of fast food is similar to what Greenberg describes - fast food is meant to demand
nothing except your money for its product (food) and it supposed to be quick, so none of your
time is taken from the consumer. However, the food that is being served is questionable and has
been proven to be unhealthy - and that is the guise of the fast food. Similarly that guise can be
incorporated to Ron English’s merchandise. It is mass produced and readily available for
consumers like fast food, yet its function becomes questionable.
If we examine the object closer - it is known as a designer toy - and designer toys purpose is
meant to be a collectable - its function has been resorted to be bought and sold for money.
Especially if they have the artist signature or of a limited quality. Marcuse states that the human
mind finds itself in a glorious state when it admires, when it worships, when it exalts an object
and is exalted by it.7 Why is the need to collect objects so important? Does owning such an item
allow a person to feel important? If we decide to follow this idea we can assume that buying and
selling the merchandise is a form of “good work” - it is spreading a message and the monetary
gain is only for the production of the object itself and the shipment. If a church were to ask for a
donation and donating allows you to receive a blessed vial of holy water - the holy water has
become exalted and thus the person who holds the objects feels exalted because they are
“blessed” - the commodity aspect is hidden by the idea of being blessed. GREAT
ANALOGYCould this be the case for McSupersized (2004)? Would that mean the designer toy is
a “relic” of Ron English and his message against consumerism? By this notion, purchasing
McSupersided (2004) allows Ron to continue his “good works”. This idea sounds noble and
beneficial to the community, but if that is the case then why is Ron English estimated income
7

Herbert Marcuse, “The Affirmative Character of Culture,” Negations (London: Penguin, 2009)
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approximately two-million dollars? Why are the toys that have his signature ten times more
costly than the toys that do not have it? If Ron English’s intention is to continue his activism
against McDonald’s and his method of doing so is through designer toys; yet he accumulate
millions of dollars from the merchandise, and produces so many variants that consumers have
collect the all, then how can any of the activism actually be read? It is not that it doesn’t exist, it
is that it is covered up by so much gobbledygook. CHECK OUT THE TERRY EAGLETON
BOOK IN OUR READINGS FOLDER, AND SEARCH ‘ALIENATION’ – ITS EXACTLY
WHAT GOBBLEDYGOOK CONSISTS OF.
If we examine the name of which the designer toys are produced under, we read POPaganda. IS
THIS YOUR TERM? IF SAY, CLAIM IT! The combination of words pop and propaganda is
my term for Marxist alienation in today’s media saturation. The first thing we should do is define
the terms: the first term, pop, is referring to popular culture - in references to cultural
consumerism. The second term, propaganda, is defined in the dictionary as information, often of
a biased or misleading nature, used to promote and publicize a particular political cause or point
of view. So in essence we have an agenda trying to be pushed using or going against popular
culture. This is a double-edge sword however; the idea that speaking against consumer culture
that is often mixed in with popular culture is hypocritical if you also use popular culture and
consumer culture for your own monetary gain. It is as though Ron English is using playing both
sides - one against the other - much like a profiteer in Arms dealing.
What does this do to the consumer? Adorno states that Imagination is replaced by a
mechanically relentless control mechanism which determines whether the latest imago to be
distributed really represents an exact, accurate and reliable reﬂection of the relevant item of
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reality.8 I believe this is why Ron English’s message has become clouded and why the consumers
only see the McSupersized (2004) as a collector item. The McClown has evolved into something
mechanical and thus the audience has lost its imagination of the original and instead have the
mechanically produced McSupersized (2004) and all of its 83 varieties.
According to Adorno, Mass culture is incompatible with its own objectivity. It constantly refers
back to the essence of materials whose essence that resists such an objective presentation. At the
same time it demonstrates its connection with the prevailing practice from the ﬁrst by borrowing
industrial methods through which it produces objectivity as style.9 If we examine this statement
we can determine that using mass production and consumerism to fight against consumerism
and advertising is ineffective and at most counter-productive. I COMPLETELY AGREE It is
very hypocritical to to condemn Ronald McDonald and then have the McSupersized (2004) take
its throne. ABSOLUTELY
If Ron English began his career as a street artist - his early works of graffiti by covering
corporate advertising with his own propaganda against cultural consumerism - then his activism
is made to be very clear. His billboard work, such as the McClown, was time and money spent
from the artist’s own pocket. The risk of prison time and loss of his family was what English
gambled with every time a new work of art was made for the public. His work cost nothing for
the viewer to see and it was well received - it made some people think about organizations, like
McDonalds; however, not every circumstance was always a good one -there were times he was
attacked by people who disagreed with his version of propaganda. From my perspective this is
very noble - to make art with a purpose - to help society open its eyes - but still be at the mercy
8

Theodor W. Adorno, “The Schema of Mass Culture,” The Culture Industry: Selected Essays on Mass
Culture (London: Routledge, 1991), pp.61-97
9
Ibid.
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of the law and the ignorant. Unfortunately, this is a reality that cannot last forever - it is an
unfortunate circumstance. Finances, time, and the risk of prison time is a heavy burden - and
English’s choice to think about his family and his own livelihood gives a very good reason to
why his work changed dramatically. Marx states that a commodity is a mysterious thing, simply
because in it the social character of men’s labor appears to them as an objective character
stamped upon the product of that labor; because the relation of the producers to the sum total of
their own labor is presented to them as a social relation, existing not between themselves, but
between the products of their labor.10 This is the nature of the beast - it is an inescapable paradox
that our modern society is trapped into.
McSupersized (2004) is the inescapable result of this circumstance. Our labor is given a
monetary value and everything we do is an exchange of our labor - and thus an exchange of
money. If Ron English was given money by the public to continue his work as an artist and the
risk of going to prison was not a fear - then perhaps this would be the path he would have
chosen. However, everyone needs to eat - and his labor should be compensated in some manner
in order for he and his family to live “accordingly”. He still is making work that is against
consumerism, but his work needs to be bought in order to “see” his propaganda. However, what
is problematic is that these mass produced objects are not all at the expense of English’s own
labor - it is through the labor of others - through 3rd party companies (American and Chinese)
that provides his income. Some people, including myself, would consider English to be a “sell
out”. But how else does an artist make money?

10

Karl Marx, The Fetishism of Commodities and the Secret Thereof, 1867 in Peter Osborne, Conceptual
Art (London: Phaidon, 2002), pp 269-70.
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I look inward as I look at Ron English McSupersized (2003) and I ask myself, “would I do the
same thing?” And my answer is Yes and No. I dislike the idea of mass production because It
becomes about the object and not about the function of art. However, not everyone can afford a
large scale painting or sculpture - and having small reproduction allows a consistency of income
and security. This is the truth of mass production and consumerism. It is about survivability
while still having some truth to your art.
I conclude that Ron English art has lost substance because it has become a commodity object - it
has become nothing more than a “cool” collectors item that will be kept in its boxed and sold for
more money at another time, but that is the nature of all artwork. English is still being true to his
art - he is still critiquing consumer culture, while on the other hand, reinforcing the mechanisms
of consumer culture. It is the paradox of consumerism. If English is considered a “sell out” for
the choice of mass production - it is a statement that I feel that is not evaluated from all
perspectives. The answer is much more complicated than we realize.
My conclusion is that the commodity is truly transcendent as Marx suggested. McClown,
McSupersized (with cow girls), McSupersized (2004) all function in the same manner as they
were intended. It is for the same reason we take photos of an artwork we truly connect with. If
anyone of us could afford the work of art that is our favorite we would want to pay the artist who
created it for the time, labor and supplies they spent on it. We do not just buy works of art
because of it aesthetics, but for its message that it give us as the viewer. We all accept
McDonald’s as a corporate company who only seeks money and know of its mascot Ronald
McDonald - we can see why English art depicts the mascot - it is a critique and parody. It is
truth, it is painted and made very well and it is even “cool”. It is mass produced as a commodity,
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it has lost its invaluableness and become something worth value, but it has not become
worthless...at least not in this moment in time. His merchandise is not a get quick rich scheme, a
new diet, or a monthly subscription with microtransactions. I have noticed that his merchandise
is the inescapable result of ourselves, which is the inescapable result of commodity culture. I do
not believe it is a tool to subjugate the common man either. It is the necessary evil we have at the
moment for us to be successful and critique everything that should be questioned. McSupersized
(2004) is the means to which I believe that art may be headed in this modern digital age. I can
even say that Ron English is just ahead of the game.

Orando Prieto
659 Mozumdar Dr. Cedarpines Park, CA, 92322
ordando.prieto@gmail.com 909-733-9993
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